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THE THREE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF
A SOCIAL CREDIT FINANCIAL SYSTEM by Oliver Heydorn
After many years of reflection on Douglas’ monetary reform ideas, I have come to the conclusion that the
easiest way of explaining them in an encapsulated manner to those who have never encountered them before is to
reduce them to three basic principles. These three principles are fairly straightforward to understand.
The first principle, which is the arch-principle of the whole Social Credit approach to money, is the notion that
the financial system, if it is to be designed properly, should provide us with an accurate picture of the physical
realities it was introduced to represent. It should reflect reality adequately. The silent implication, of course, is
that the current financial system does not provide us with an accurate picture (more on this later).
To summarize the gist of this first principle in the form of an axiom, we could say: 1) “The financial system
should be an honest system”.
But what would an accurate representation on the financial plane of our physical economic reality look like?
In what does an accurate mirroring of the physical reality consist? This brings us to a discussion of the two other
fundamental principles for the Douglas Social Credit monetary reform. These two secondary guidelines may be
thought of as applications, or as ‘children’, of the first.
The first of the twin subordinate principles has to do with production. On the level of production, an honest
financial system would allow us to produce whatever we are physically capable of producing, provided or
assuming that there is a real demand for that production. The silent implication here is that the current financial
system does not allow us to fully actualize the real credit of a society by producing everything that can be
physically produced and which simultaneously answers to various human needs and desires.
To summarize the gist of this second principle in the form of an axiom we could say: 2) “Whatever is
physically possible and desirable should be financially possible.”
The third and final principle of the Social Credit monetary reform has to do with consumption. On the level of
consumption, an honest financial system would allow us to consume in full whatever we have produced without
going into debt in order to do so. In other words, the financial system should automatically enfranchise us with
sufficient buying power in the form of income so that we can always pay our way. The silent implication here is
that the current financial system does not automatically provide us with sufficient income to offset the costs/prices
that the system generates in the course of production.
To summarize the gist of this third principle in the form of an axiom we could say: 3) “When it comes to the
purchase of consumer production, we should always be able to ‘pay our way’ in full.”
A Social Credit monetary system would be, above all things, balanced. It would balance 1) the physical
economic reality (in both actuality and potentiality) with a fully accurate financial representation. More
specifically, it would balance 2) the useful productive capacity with sufficient money in the form of producer
credits (or loans to producers) to catalyze the real credit of society. It would also balance 3) the available flow
of consumer production with sufficient money in the form of consumer credits (income issued to or on behalf of
consumers) to distribute that production in full and to liquidate once and for all the totality of the related costs of
production.
The existing financial system is, by contrast, unbalanced in principle. In the first place, it fails to provide
us with an accurate financial picture of our physical economic reality because it systemically underestimates
our ability to produce as well as our ability to consume.
By artificially restricting the flow of credit for
production and the flow of income for consumption, the current system makes it appear that we are poorer than
we actually are in physical or objective terms. As a result of this false representation of our economic reality,

i.e., the impression that we are poorer (or less able to
satisfy our requirements for goods and services on terms
that are effective, efficient, and fair) than the physical
facts would indicate, the current system also misdirects
our economic activity in a thousand and one different
ways. It makes us do things that are not at all necessary
in the nature of things, but which become ‘necessary’
in order to make up, for example, for the deficiency of
consumer buying power in the form of income, and in

order, ultimately, to thereby provide a sound economic
basis for the extension of additional producer credit to
productive agencies.
Whereas balance is a necessary prerequisite for and
constituent of stability, order, and genuine progress,
imbalance results in instability, disorder, and regression
…. in a word: dysfunction. The Social Credit monetary
reform is one of the key things that is necessary if health
is to be restored to society.				
***

MASS PROTESTS CAN END VACCINE PASSPORTS by Dr. Joseph Mercola
March 20, 2021, on the 1-year anniversary of the
first COVID-19 lockdown, people in more than 40
countries took to the streets to peacefully demonstrate
against COVID-19 lies and tyrannical measures under
the banner of “Worldwide Freedom Day.” While
synchronized around the world that particular day,
demonstrations are more or less ongoing in various
areas.
PEACEFUL PROTESTS ARE ENDING VACCINE
PASSPORT REQUIREMENTS
In the U.K., Britons held a “Unite for Freedom”
rally in London, Saturday May 29, 2021, as seen in the
short video clip at my website. According to ITV.com,
hundreds of no-vaccine-passport protesters surged into
the Westfield shopping mall in London, while another
large crowd gathered in Parliament Square.
They were reportedly cleared from the mall after
about 20 minutes by police, but no one was injured or
arrested in this particular instance.
As reported by Reuters May 30, 2021, it now looks
like the U.K. will be scrapping its plan for vaccine
passports as a legal requirement for large events,
although a government spokesman told Reuters that a
final decision has yet to be made and that the COVID-19
vaccine certification review is still ongoing. Why the
sudden change? Undoubtedly, it’s because Britons have
repeatedly taken to the streets in protest of the medical
apartheid these passports create.
14 US STATES HAVE BANNED VACCINE
PASSPORT REQUIREMENTS
In the U.S., there’s also good news. A number of
states have enacted laws that ban vaccine passport
requirements in order to prevent the creation of a twotier society of those with the freedom to live as they
please, and others whose lives would be restricted based
on vaccination status alone.
As of May 28, 2021, the following 14 states have
banned vaccine passports from being required: Alabama,
Arizona, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana,
Iowa, Montana, North Dakota, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Texas, Wyoming.
Utah has issued a partial ban that applies to state
government only. Only two states so far — Hawaii
and New York — have actually implemented vaccine
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certification requirements for certain activities.
In Hawaii, only those with proof of vaccination are
allowed to travel between counties without pretravel
testing and quarantine restrictions, while New York
requires you to be vaccinated or have a recent negative
COVID-19 test to enter certain sports arenas and large
performance venues.
FLORIDA FIGHTS TO MAKE CRUISE LINES
ADHERE TO LAW
In my home state of Florida, one of the best profreedom governors in the U.S., Ron DeSantis, is now
fighting the cruise industry over its proposed vaccination
passport requirement. The bill he signed into law May 3,
2021, prohibits state government from issuing vaccine
passports and private businesses from requiring proof of
vaccination status to enter or obtain services.
As such, cruise lines that do business in Florida and
want to restrict travel to vaccinated-only are in violation
of this new anti-medical apartheid law. As reported by
NBC News:
“The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
gave the go-ahead Wednesday to begin work toward
restarting cruises for the first time in over a year
after the massive ships became some of the first
superspreader locations for the coronavirus …
To comply with CDC guidance … several cruise liners
want to require nearly everyone onboard to be fully
vaccinated. But that could now be illegal in Florida,
the center of the American cruise industry, under a
law DeSantis signed … that prohibits businesses from
discriminating against unvaccinated customers.
‘In Florida, your personal choice regarding
vaccinations will be protected, and no business or
government entity will be able to deny you services
based on your decision,’ DeSantis said of the law,
which codified executive orders he had already issued.
The dispute may end up in court, as the cruise
industry argues that the state law doesn't apply to it
thanks to federal rules. In the meantime, companies
may decide to move ahead with plans to require
vaccinations, even if it means racking up violations in
Florida.”
A (CHINESE-ED) SOCIAL CREDIT SYSTEM IS
THE END GOAL OF VACCINE PASSPORTS
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It’s important to realize that vaccine passports or any
other type of certification in and of themselves are not
the end goal here. They’re merely a part of a much larger
plan to implement a social credit system, such as that
already implemented in China. First, they’d be expanded
to cover other required vaccinations.
Ultimately, the vaccine passport will expand to
include not just vaccination status but also other medical
data, basic identification records, financial data and just
about anything else that can be digitized and tracked. The
end goal is to end freedom as we know it, using a social
credit system to ensure compliance.
Booster shots against COVID-19 variants would
logically come first, followed by any number of
other vaccinations. The sky’s the limit as far as that’s
concerned, and many are likely to be gene-based
and therefore dangerous in the extreme. Already,
vaccine makers have announced they’re working
on a combination COVID-flu/mRNA vaccine, a
pneumococcal-COVID/mRNA booster shot for adults
over 65, and mRNA/seasonal influenza vaccines.
Ultimately, the vaccine passport will expand to include
not just vaccination status but also other medical data,
basic identification records, financial data and just about
anything else that can be digitized and tracked. It may
even extend to include real-time biological data.
The end goal is to end freedom as we know it, using a
social credit system to ensure compliance. If you disobey
or act “out of line” with a prevailing dictate, your
freedom to travel, bank, shop, get a loan or even leave
your home could be vastly restricted.
We can see how such a system could work by looking
at the Chinese social credit system where behavior is
electronically monitored to assess “trustworthiness” in
real-time. Aside from failing to pay taxes on time, scorelowering actions can include such minutia as cheating
in an online video game, jaywalking, not visiting your
parents on a frequent-enough basis, smoking in a
nonsmoking zone or walking your dog without a leash.
Momentary thoughtlessness can also land you on any
one of hundreds of blacklists controlled by a variety of
state agencies with their own jurisdictions, and if you
end up on one, you’re typically subject to blacklisting
across all of them, at which point you won’t be allowed
to do much of anything except work to improve your
score. On average, it takes two to five years to get off a
blacklist, and that’s assuming you comply with all the
recommendations put forth.
While the Chinese social credit score is still in its
infancy, eventually, the plan is to use it to “search for
signs of potentially harmful behavior before it occurs”
— in other words, a real-world pre-crime type of
situation as illustrated in the movie “Minority Report.”
This is what vaccine passports can lead to, and there’s
every reason to believe that is the plan.
As noted by Naomi Wolf, a former adviser to the
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Clinton administration, in an interview with Fox News’
Steve Hilton:
“I’m [the] CEO of a tech company, I understand
what these platforms can do. It is not about the
vaccine, it’s not about the virus, it’s about your data
… What people have to understand is that any other
functionality can be loaded onto that platform with
no problem at all. It can be merged with your Paypal
account, with your digital currency.
Microsoft is already talking about merging it with
payment plans. Your network can be sucked up. It
geolocates you everywhere you go. Your credit history
can be included. All of your medical and health history
can be included …
It is absolutely so much more than a vaccine pass …
I cannot stress enough that it has the power to turn off
your life, or to turn on your life, to let you engage in
society or be marginalized.”
IT’S ALL BEEN BUILDING TO THIS POINT
Indeed, recreating China’s social credit system here
in the U.S. is likely easier at this point than anyone
would like to think, and probably wouldn’t take long
to implement. Silicon Valley titan Oracle nabbed the
contract to be the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention’s central data repository for all COVID-19
vaccine data in the U.S. early on in the pandemic.
Oracle also manages the database for COVID-19
cases and the National Institute for Allergies and
Infectious Diseases (NIAID) database for clinical
research into COVID-19 vaccines and drugs, a program
overseen by Dr. Anthony Fauci.
Now consider this: Oracle has for many years also
managed the U.S. national security database, as well
as databases for the CIA, Navy Intelligence, Air Force
Intelligence and the National Security Agency, plus
banking, and a host of commercial databases. As reported
by The Defender:
“’The information about your banks, your checking
balances, your saving balance is stored in an Oracle
database,’ Ellison was quoted in the 2004 book, ‘The
Naked Crowd.’ ‘Your airline reservation is stored in an
Oracle database. What books you bought on Amazon
is stored in an Oracle database. Your profile on Yahoo!
is stored in an Oracle database.’”
And, as Ellison admitted in 2002, thousands of
databases can easily be integrated into a single national
file — something he offered to do for free for the U.S.
government all the way back then.
The Defender also recounts an old Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) program called
Total Information Awareness (TIA), which sought to
collect the medical records, drug prescriptions, DNA,
financial information, travel data and media consumption
habits of all Americans.
The justification for this vast data collection,
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according to DARPA, was that “the whole population
needed surveillance to prevent not only future terrorist
attacks, but bioterrorism and even naturally occurring
disease outbreaks.” The program was defunded in 2003
after intense public backlash, “but TIA never really went
away,” The Defender writes. “Various of its programs
ended up divvied into a web of military and intelligence
programs.”
Here are a few more connections to consider when
trying to decide whether a social credit system is really
in the works, and why a vaccine passport could serve a
central function.
Oracle Labs, the research arm of Oracle, is partnered
with DARPA to create an “optically interconnected
supercomputer” — something that would come in
handy if putting together a massive social credit system
that demands interconnectivity between thousands of
databases.
DARPA is also working on advanced pandemic
surveillance and biological threat detection. In fact,
it has an entire division specializing in biological
technologies — the Biological Technologies Office
(BTO) — which developed hydrogel, an implantable
type of nanotechnology that transmits light-based digital
signals through wireless networks.
It’s basically a gel-like biosensor that can both record
and share biological data. The hydrogel is manufactured
by Profusa, which is partnered with the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation and backed by Google, the largest data
mining company in the world.
In 2020, there were rumors that this hydrogel would
be part of Moderna’s mRNA delivery system. DARPA,
by the way, actually funded Moderna too. However, it is
unclear whether hydrogel actually ended up being used
in Moderna’s or any other COVID-19 vaccine. At any
rate, it could be used, if not now, then in the future.
Now, ask yourself, considering all of these various
data points that I’ve covered — which by no means
includes everything — just how likely is it that a national
social credit system based on digital surveillance,
including medical and biological surveillance, is NOT in
the works?
VACCINE PASSPORTS SPELL THE END OF
FREEDOM
I recently interviewed Wolf about her book The
End of America. The book, published in 2007, was a
prescient warning about the very time we now find
ourselves in. In it, she laid out the 10 steps toward
tyranny that have been followed by virtually every
modern-day would-be tyrant.
“They all took the same 10 steps, and they always
work. I warned people that when you start to see
these 10 steps, you have to take action, because there
is no way to recover once things go too far without
a bloody revolution or a civil war. We are [now] at
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Step 10 … and once Step 10 locks in, there is no going
back,” Wolf says.
The 10 steps toward tyranny start with the invocation
of a terrifying internal and/or external threat. It may
be a real threat or an imagined one, but in all cases,
it’s a hyped-up threat. From 2001 onward, that threat
was terrorism, which was used as the justification for
stripping us of our liberties.
The last and final step in the implementation of
tyranny, Step 10, involves the creation of a surveillance
state where citizens are under constant surveillance
and critique of the government is reclassified as dissent
and subversive activity. Vaccine passports are clearly
an integral part of that surveillance apparatus, and a
precursor to a social credit system.
There simply can be no doubt of that, and if we
don’t put a stop to it now, we’ll be locked into not just a
national dictatorship but a global one, run by unelected,
largely unknown individuals and Big Tech oligarchs.
There will be no one to help anyone else, because all
nations will be in the same boat.
PEACEFUL PROTEST AND LEGISLATIVE
ACTION ARE THE REMEDY
To avoid the fate that comes next, everyone
everywhere needs to recognize the danger and take
action. Such action includes peaceful protest and civil
disobedience — simply not complying with mask
mandates, social distancing, lockdowns, vaccination or
anything else.
We must also fight through legislation. As mentioned
earlier, 14 U.S. states have already passed laws banning
requirements for vaccine passports, which protects the
freedoms of everyone within those states. While that’s
a good start, there are dozens more to go, and other
countries need to enact such laws as well. As noted by
Wolf in my interview with her:
“Once [vaccine passports] are launched … people
like you and I, Dr. Mercola, will be switched off of
society. ‘Oops, my vaccine passport is positive. I
guess I can't go food shopping for my family.’ ‘I said
something critical of biofascism on Dr. Mercola's
show, so now my child can't get into school.’
Just as in Israel, where people who are critics are
being surveilled [and] marginalized from society, it
has turned into a two-tier society. If you choose not
to get vaccinated, then you're really in a marginalized
minority in an apartheid state.
The more we know about these vaccines, the scarier
it is to have coercion that is social. It's also illegal.
In America, we have the Americans with Disabilities
Act. It means it's illegal to even ask me anything about
my medical status. You can't ask me if I'm pregnant.
You can't ask me if I'm disabled. You can't ask me if I
have diabetes or HIV. You cannot ask me anything. By
definition, these intrusive measures are unlawful.
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We have to use the law to save the law, basically …
We have to fight before we are living in fascist regime
where every move is tracked and we're marginalized
from society.”					
***

Article Source: https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/06/08/
protests-against-vaccine-passportsspx?ui=052003c963139f041401faa
2dffcf11dd0d1c6ae933d459f0a0a0e3a603c356c&sd=20130615&cid_
source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_content=art1ReadMore&cid=20210608_
HL2&mid=DM905356&rid=1178117896

POLITICAL SATIRIST TAKES UP THE FIGHT AGAINST TYRANNY
By Dr. Joseph Mercola
In this interview, CJ Hopkins, an American
playwright, novelist and columnist who currently resides
in Berlin, Germany, discusses the implementation of
the globalist plan for a new normal, also known as the
Great Reset. The first year or two of Phase 1, Hopkins
describes as the “shock-and-awe” phase.
“It's pretty classic,” he says. “It's the hysteria that was
rolled out right at the beginning of [the COVID-19
pandemic]. We had the fake pictures of people
dropping dead in the streets in China, and they were
advertising a 3.4% death rate. Hundreds of millions of
people were going to die.
States of emergency were declared. I covered all of this
with citations in my early columns. Basically, a police
state was rolled out and everyone was locked down.
Here in Europe, the police were arresting people for
being outside without permission. Neighbors started
reporting their neighbors for going outdoors without a
mask or beyond curfew.
That was pretty much the whole first year. This was
really shock and awe. It feels like now we're moving
into Phase 2 with the rollout of a social segregation
system and vaccine passes. In a lot of ways, I feel like
Phase 2 is going to be more insidious than Phase 1
was.”
WHAT’S IN STORE FOR PHASE 2?
While hesitant to predict what’s to come, Hopkins
fears some version of the intended social segregation
system will be implemented despite public pushback.
“That really concerns me,” he says. Even partial
implementation can be enough to get the proverbial foot
in the door, so to speak, to allow a fuller implementation
to occur later on. In the U.S., resistance by certain states
is encouraging. So far, 14 states have implemented laws
banning the requirement of vaccine passports to prevent
a two-tier society from forming. In Europe, however, due
to the smaller sizes of each country, it’s easier to create
the ideological uniformity required to impose these
systems, so what happens there remains to be seen. When
asked how he’s structuring his resistance to the plan for
global tyranny, Hopkins replies:
“The main way is through my ‘Consent Factory’
columns. My essays. And through the ‘Consent
Factory’ on social media. I try to whip up as much
resistance and create as much awareness as I can and
urge people to spread that and do the same. That's
what I do. My medium is words.
On a personal level, I think it's really important not to
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cooperate with the system. For example, in Germany,
they're rolling out a segregation system so that if I
want to go to a restaurant, a café, a nonessential store
or attend the theater, I need to present either a proof of
vaccination or a negative test within 24 hours to enter
these establishments.
I think it's really important for those of us who are
pushing back against this, to not play along. I'm going
to try to go to the restaurants. I'm going to try to enter
the stores.
And I want to make the people who have been made
responsible for the system, I want to make them
eject me, and I want to politely but loudly make it
clear: ‘You're ejecting me from your establishment
because I'm not conforming to this insane ideological
program.’ Hopefully, if a lot of people do this, enough
social friction can be created and build resistance to
it.”
COERCED COMPLIANCE IS NOT A RETURN OF
FREEDOM
In the U.S., the lifting of mask mandates for
vaccinated individuals only appears to be part of the
more insidious style we can expect in Phase 2. In
essence, it’s just another strategy to coerce compliance
with vaccination. “Get the vaccine and you can have your
freedom; you can go back to normal,” is the idea here.
But it’s a false freedom. Being coerced to comply with
the demand to be a guinea pig for an experimental gene
therapy in order to “regain” basic human freedom is
hardly freedom.
“This is what I mean by I think Phase 2 is going
to be more insidious than Phase 1, because that's
exactly right. We're getting this carrot-and-stick
stuff,” Hopkins says. “Joe Biden and Hillary Clinton
came out and tweeted, ‘Get vaccinated or wear a
mask.’ That's it. These are the choices ...
My sense is the mask regulations will probably be
the last thing to go here in Germany. Clearly, the
masks, I think, were the primary means of generating
the appearance of an apocalyptic plague that is
threatening the very fabric of society. When people
take off their masks, the illusion will just evaporate.”
SUFFOCATING CENSORSHIP ABOUNDS
As in the U.S., Germany and virtually all other
countries are experiencing severe censorship of
anything COVID-19 related. Hopkins describes the
situation as “suffocating,” saying “it's been one of the
most impressive and frightening experiences that I can
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remember.”
Very quickly, the German media, government and
entertainment industry started marching in lockstep.
Gleichschaltung is a German word that harkens back to
the Nazi regime. Gleich means “the same” and schaltung
means “to switch.”
“What it means is basically synchronizing all aspects
of culture, messaging and ideology in the society to
make everything absolutely uniform and to eliminate
all dissent,” Hopkins explains. “Of course, this is
what the Nazis did, and this is exactly what I have
witnessed here.
It happened almost instantly, in the spring of 2020.
And it has been absolutely suffocating. Anyone
protesting, questioning or challenging the official
narrative has been demonized as a far-right
conspiracy theorist, an anti-Semitic extremist. It's
been really intense.”
HOW DID WE GET HERE?
For many, myself included, the current reality is
beyond surreal. It’s like living in a nightmare, hoping to
wake up at any moment. How did we get here? Hopkins
offers his personal take on the situation:
“I started writing political satire and commentary
back in 2016. I did that because I got interested in the
Donald Trump phenomenon. I'm not a fan of Donald
Trump personally, but something new was happening
and it caught my attention.
What I covered all during the Trump years was this
unauthorized president got elected and it felt to me
like this was part of a broader populist pushback
against whatever you want to call it — global
capitalist ideology is what I call it — and what we've
been living with for the last 30 years since the fall of
the Soviet Union ...
Suddenly around 2016, there was Brexit and Trump
and various reactionary populist movements rising
up in Europe. It interested me. Here's some resistance
against the new ideology.
What I watched, what I described in my columns
and in my books, was the system, the entire global
system, and this is where it gets too simplistic to talk
about because it's not a bunch of capitalists sitting
in a room, scheming and plotting all this out. It's
the system reacting to this insurgency, to this sort of
populist rebellion inside of it.
And what they did is very clear. They made an
example of Trump. They demonized him. They
demonized everybody who put him in office. Really
polarized society so that you were either a good
Democrat or you were a white supremacist, racist,
neo-Nazi monster. They did this for four years solid
and, of course, it all culminated in 2020 when they
removed Trump from office and then had the big
spectacle of ‘restoring normality.’
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I can't help but see the rollout of the ‘new normal’ and
this whole narrative, this introduction, of what I see as
a more totalitarian version of global capitalist society.
I see this in that same context.
A point that I always make about this is the lockdowns
were the big thing in the beginning, right? And for
most of the last year. Where does the concept of
lockdown come from? Well, it comes from prisons.
And when do you lock the prisoners down? You lock
them down when they're rebelling, when they're
rioting.
And you do it to remind them, ‘Hey, you're in prison,
and we can lock you down and impose any type of
measures on you that we want, any time we want, until
you start toeing the line.’ I cannot help but see what
we've been through during this past year as part of
that lesson that the ruling establishment, the system
itself, is teaching us …
There's a book that I recommend to everyone
— especially to true believers if any of them are
watching and they still have just a little bit of an
open mind — by Milton Mayer, called ‘They Thought
They Were Free.’ He was here in Germany in the
1930s as the Nazis came to power, as this ideological
synchronization was rolled out. And what he describes
mirrors almost exactly what we've been experiencing.
The context is completely different. It's not a political
ideology that's being rolled out [now]. But just the
introduction of this official narrative, this official
ideology, and the coercion and implementation of
police measures and the abrogation of the constitution
[is the same as back then].
And people's reactions to it and nonreactions to it.
How it was all implemented step by step by step, the
old ‘how to boil a frog’ thing. If you read that and
compare it to what we've been through for the last
year, it's just horrifying.”
WHAT CAN WE DO?
The book, They Thought They Were Free, is available
as a free PDF download here: https://alor.org/Storage/
Library/PDF/Mayer_M-They_Thought_They_Were_Free.pdf.
Now, if what we’re experiencing is subjugation training,
how can we most effectively resist it? Certainly, we
need to spread the word and collaborate with friends and
neighbors, because if they’re listening to the mainstream
media, they’re not getting this at all.
To me, one of the most frightening parts of this are
the attempts to coerce people into getting vaccinated
with an experimental gene therapy. What’s happening
is absolute 100% illegal and a clear violation of the
Nuremberg Code, because the only way you can give
informed consent to anything is to have both sides of the
story.
But they are only presenting one side. Anything that
opposes their narrative is immediately censored. People
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with any kind of following on social media are simply
deplatformed. As a result, people have no idea what
they’re getting themselves into.
Clearly, we have to realize that this is a long-term
game. The globalists, the technocratic elite who are
running this nightmare simulation, have been organizing
and planning its execution for decades. They’re not flying
by the seat of their pants. They have a long-term game
plan, and we need to establish one too, even if, for the
moment, we’re lagging behind.
“I think you're absolutely right and this is why
I brought up that term, Gleichschaltung, this
synchronization,” Hopkins says. “It's very clear to me,
to you, to those of us who have been paying attention,
the intensity of the effort to silence discussion. To
silence dissent. To silence questioning.
To present this uniform ideological narrative … and
there's no room in it for questioning, for argument,
for a discussion. If you question it, you are absolutely
demonized. It makes it really difficult to communicate.
I'm a satirist, so I think I kind of slip through the lines
because maybe the censors don't know if I’m serious
or not.
It's more difficult for people who are just trying to
present facts and information because they're getting
completely shut out. I think we have to continue to
try to do it no matter what. I think it's important to
repeatedly present the facts.
To repeatedly point out what happened at the
beginning of this — All the propaganda. All the false
information. Where [the virus] came from. The models.
The way the PCR tests were used to generate the
appearance that suddenly, perfectly healthy people
became medical cases.”
HOW A REAL-WORLD PANDEMIC SIMULATION
WAS CREATED
That last point is an important one. We now know,
rather unequivocally, that we did not have a lethal
pandemic as much as we had a casedemic, meaning a
pandemic of false positive tests.
The vast majority were perfectly healthy, but because
the PCR tests were run at a ridiculously and indefensibly
high cycle threshold (CT), they picked up dead fragments
of the virus, resulting in false positives. Medicine as
we know it was suddenly turned on its head, and these
healthy individuals were deemed “sick” based on flawed
testing and nothing else.
The official narrative violates just about everything
we know about medicine and science. And they did it
simply by redefining terms.
Once actual death counts dropped, mainstream media
reverted from flashing death statistics to “case” statistics,
thereby making it appear as though the pandemic was
raging, even as hospitals remained empty of COVID-19
patients.
New Times Survey

“It’s so frustrating because you can't get this through
to people who are true believers,”Hopkins says. “First
of all, the test was never meant to be diagnostic of
illness. But the fact that you could turn this test up to
40, 50 cycles, and suddenly people who were perfectly
healthy, with no symptoms of illness whatsoever,
became medical cases.
The next step, of course, was to use that to inflate
the deaths. Then people who were dying in hospitals,
they didn’t have to be dying of [some other] illness
anymore. If they were tested and the PCR test showed
they had been infected, then they were COVID deaths.
And then those statistics were exploded. They basically
redefined traditional established scientific and medical
knowledge.”
That too is a key point. The official narrative violates
just about everything we know about medicine and
science. And they did it simply by redefining terms.
The World Health Organization redefined the word
“pandemic.” The medical term “case” was redefined,
as was the definition of a “COVID death.” They’ve
redefined the term “herd immunity” and even the term
“anti-vaxxer.”
According to Merriam-Webster, an “anti-vaxxer”
is now anyone who opposes vaccination or simply
disagrees with vaccine mandates. Based on this loosened
definition, an estimated 79% of Americans are now
anti-vaxxers. Most recently, they redefined what a
“breakthrough case” is among the vaccinated.
IT’S ALL ABOUT MANIPULATING STATISTICS
Those who define the terms control the narrative.
Simply by redefining what constitutes illness, they’re
able to dial the pandemic up and down at will. On the
day President Biden was inaugurated, the pandemic
was dialed back by the WHO simply lowering the
recommended CT. By then, the vaccination program had
begun, and to make the vaccines appear effective, the
caseload needed to decline.
Unfortunately, breakthrough cases started
appearing, meaning fully vaccinated individuals
were being hospitalized for COVID-19. So, the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention changed
the definition of a breakthrough case and lowered
the recommended CT when testing fully vaccinated
individuals.
The CDC no longer records mild or asymptomatic
infections in vaccinated individuals as “COVID cases.”
The only cases that now count as COVID cases — if the
patient has been vaccinated against COVID-19 — are
those that result in hospitalization or death.
And, like magic, the vaccine effectiveness got a boost.
Breakthrough cases dropped by several thousand
overnight, from 10,262 (as of April 30, 2021) to 3,016
(as of June 1, 2021).
Meanwhile, if you’re unvaccinated and come down
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with a mild case, or if you test positive at a higher CT
and have no symptoms, you still count as a COVID
case. So, we now have this remarkably unscientific and
illogical situation where testing rules and definitions
of illness vary depending on whether the patient is
vaccinated or unvaccinated!
There’s only one reason for doing something
as unprecedented as this, and that is to manipulate
statistics. This allows the CDC to inflate the caseload
among unvaccinated people and minimize breakthrough
cases among the vaccinated. The end result is that
unvaccinated people will appear more prone to infection,
even though they’re not, and the vaccines will appear far
more protective than they actually are.
“The reason it is so difficult to resist is [because]
this simulation has been created through all of these
means that we're talking about, and the people who
believe in this simulation — I've likened them to
cult members — there's no shaking their belief in
this,” Hopkins says.
“I think it's important, nonetheless, to keep
confronting them and presenting these facts to
everybody. The other [strategy] is on a personal level,
just as I was saying before.
I think it's crucial that those of us who are not true
believers in this new ideology continue to try to live
according to reality, and refuse to reify it, refuse
to behave according to these rules that are being
imposed.
Fundamentally, the idea that anything about this virus
requires a radical restructuring of society where I
have to present my medical papers to get a cup of
coffee is insane. It's literally insane. And it's important
that those of us who continue to have a grip on reality
treat it as insane, and not treat it as legitimate at all
…”
MORE INFORMATION
To read more of what Hopkins has to say, please visit
his website, cjhopkins.com, or blog, consentfactory.org.
In closing, I believe a major part of the solution
is to develop alternative distribution networks that
are censorship resistant. Ultimately, we need a
decentralized Internet. That’s currently in the works, but
full implementation of it is bound to take years. In the
meantime, we have to perfect online “guerilla tactics”
to get around the censorship and form collaborative
networks. We also need to engage in peaceful civil
disobedience in our day-to-day lives. As noted by
Hopkins: “Until we get there, it's crucial to continue
to use whatever means. People are trying to avoid
Facebook censors by playing with the fonts and the
pictures and what have you. It's another thing that
people can study — in totalitarian societies, people
adapted. Everyone knew that the official sources were
New Times Survey

just pumping out propaganda, so, they learned how
to speak and read between the lines. It might become
more and more necessary to find ways to not say
directly what you're saying, but rather point to it so
that it can lead other people to where you're going. So,
use whatever means are still available to get the facts,
to get reality, out there.
Secondly, and I think just as important, back to my
point about how we live our everyday lives. Go back to
that restaurant where I have to show my vaccine pass
or my test to sit down and get a cup of coffee. I have
choices. I could choose to stay home. I could choose to
get a counterfeit vax pass.
Neither one of those to me are the right choices
because the choice is to go and demand that people
treat me according to reality and not treat me
according to the rules of their new ideology. Create
that friction … I have no hostility to the server, but I
want to make that server uncomfortable with what he
or she is doing. 					
***
Article Source: https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/06/13/cjhopkins-fight-against-tyranny.aspx?

VALE JACK BETTS
Jack Betts passed away peacefully at the Numurkah
Health on the 20th June 2021, aged 96.
Jack was predeceased by his wife, Gwen.
His children are Philip, Alan, Valda and Joy.
With 11 Grandchildren and 18 great Grandchildren.
I have known Jack Betts for many years but it is when
he took an interest in the Social Credit Movement that
our friendship blossomed.
Jack took his religious beliefs seriously and the
application of Social Credit Principles added substance
to his Faith. He was a humble man who 'practiced what
he preached'. I often stopped by to visited him and he
would share some produce from his garden.
I am saddened — I have lost a True Friend.
Rest in Peace Jack — I know you are reunited with your
beloved Gwen in the arms of Jesus. I thank God for a
Life well Lived.
It is an Honour to have known
John Stephen 'Jack' Betts. - Louis Cook
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